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Pick an Article or Publication they authored
[pick from the faculty ‘publications’ they listed in their online profile -then use library research tools (or Inter-library loan) to track down the full text]

After reading the first page or so, what you think the main point of the article is?

Pick a quote from the article that validates your idea above

A perfect APA citation

3

Pick a Researcher by name or subject
[using https://faculty.utah.edu/findaresearcher/]

photo (what do they look like)

A high-impact, highly cited article related to 1 and 2 because of its subject matter.
[using the library database: Scopus. Search, but then sort by number of times the article has been cited. Pick your favorite from that list]

After reading the first page or so, what you think the main point of the article is?

Pick a quote from the article that validates your idea above

Their Name
Relevant degrees

A perfect APA citation

title, and their college/department

Pick a short quote that interests you from their teaching philosophy or research statement
my words about Dr. Frost’s article
Refugees are more stressed out than the general population—training social workers how to teach mindfulness looks like a nice fit in the practice.

article quote
“According to a report published by the Surgeon General of the United States, minority populations are less likely to have access to mental health care and are more likely to have unmet mental health care needs.”

Dr. Caren Frost
PhD Anthropology
Research Professor, College of Social Work

“research is not conducted in a vacuum—interdisciplinary work is critical for successful, applied research projects that address real-world problems and provide appropriate solutions for the issues of today.”


my words about the related article
Refugees don’t experience traumatic stress once, but many times over and over.

article quote
“...refugees experience diverse stressors that accumulate over the preflight, flight, exile, and resettlement/repatriation periods. Despite the historical focus on the acute stressors of war, the enduring contextual postmigration stress that refugees face—including marginalization, socioeconomic disadvantage, acculturation difficulties, loss of social support, and “cultural bereavement”—must be recognized.”